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STORY

The world where there is darkness and chaos is ruled the great and terrible Damond, one of the Supreme demons of hell. Your
mother aliviya was a person who lived in the living world, but Daymond took her to the world of the fallen and made her his

Queen, giving the power of darkness. Daymond, decided to leave behind the future ruler in the darkness was born Neacy, heir to
the world of the underworld. The essence Neaca has light and dark magic, thus, gives him extraordinary strength.

All demons and dark gods rebelled against Damon. But, your father vowed to protect you and he entered into a great battle
against the hordes of demons who considered him a traitor. In order to be reborn as the true God of Darkness, you have to go to
the living world and prove to the world your true nature. But first You'll need to get out of the hell in which he was born Neaki.

During your adventure you will encounter demons, numerous traps and tricky mazes. Passing on the power and strength of
Neaca will grow and with time, you will discover different types of magical abilities.

FEATURES

Skill system
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A system of improving the attributes of the character

The ability to change the appearance(skins)

Challenging levels

Riches

HD Graphics

Secret places

Hordes of demons

Real chaos 10/10

Hordes of demons

There are screamers
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Title: Chaordic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Artepi Corporation
Publisher:
Artepi Corporation
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 [32, 64], Windows 10 [32, 64] Bit, Windows 8.1 [32, 64] Bit, Windows 8 [32, 64] bit Bit, Windows XP [32,
64] Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® G4400 @ 3.3GHz (2 CPUs) /AMD A4-6300 @ 3.7GHz (2 CPUs)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 3000 with 1 GB of RAM / AMD HD 4870 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 520 MB available space

Additional Notes: You can play with minimal graphics settings.

English,Russian
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If you like cricket games go for this one
In my personal opinion this game is far better than DBC 14 and 17
the game runs flawless most of the time and there are a few bugs here and there which can be easily ignored
Community creation is awesome in this game with lots of customisation options

buy it when it comes for sale or wait for Big Ant's Cricket 19 :). If you like this game and already playing it a lot you should
totally get it! The new units are a good choice to fill some holes in the factions and allow for new tactics. Especially the Land
Raider was really needed because a Space Marine Superheavy unit was kinda missing. The price of 4\u20ac seems also pretty
fair to me.

. Gives its own spin on an old style of games. Personally i don't finde much fun in games like these but this game just does it
right. Very Addicting.. Non-essential cosmetic DLC. Great skins for Rama and Red Card, and an okay skin for Joule. 2.5\/3.
Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems
interesting enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted.
Game breaking bugs are becoming less frequent, but they still render the game virtually unplayable(it still crashes
every ten minutes or so). I will keep trying as new updates become available, and will consider changing this to a
positive review when the game actually works long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say consider because I
can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a stubborn\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games
don't always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. Nice slasher to kill a plenty of time.
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[OK]
- Have Steam Achievement.
- Have Steam Cloud to save progress on cloud.
- Pretty Character.
- This game doesn't exceed the RAM limit around 130 MB.

[NOT OK]
- Don't have Voice Characters.
- Can't adjust display like resolution and window mode.
- In English language, it makes me confusion because too many word that didn't already in English dictionary.
- I told ya, there is no "sen" in Indonesia and Cambodia.

[RECOMMEND]
NO, because [NOT OK] have more important obstacles.

[ADDITIONAL NOTE]
I just play this game for showing my game play in my Steam profile until 100 hrs played or above. And I can taking the time to
playing if I have boring.. been a fan since the first and second edition. would be better with more levels. Really good
introduction to side scrolling beat'em ups. Very modern and plays well.. This game is DIFFICULT. Do not dive in unless you
really want your skills tested. Why is it difficult? Because I suppose driving an actual F1 car isn't easy.. I would recommend any
new players to buy this because it is totally worth the money as it is permanent. YOU can nearly do anything as a gold member
for example changing your skin to look like a zombie or change yourself to even to look like the grass.I highly recommend this.
If you're not red then you're dead. The game is Spheria, a top-down 3D maze you navigate as a ball. The goal is to escape each
level by powering the engines that enable the exit. Different surfaces effect how your ball moves and some blocks can be
destroyed to open new pathways. There are loads of levels and the bronze, silver, and gold times to beat will provide
replayability for the completionists.

I played this with keyboard and mouse for a YouTube video because I didn't have a controller available. The game recommends
a controller and I think that is probably the best way to play it. The levels are quite challenging and I think it will be difficult to
get gold scores in all of them. The game is a Unity game and is lacking some expected options such as volume control for the
music (it can either be on or off), but the music is only present on the menu screens. Some ambient music would be a good
addition. Some of the graphics on the menu screens seem a bit unpolished. I enjoyed it and will play more on a machine that has
a controller connected.

Check out my first 20 minutes with the game in my Twenty Minute Tryout video on YouTube...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/NSofnqC4jOg. Horrible graphics, zero fun.. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many
mixed reviews - it seems like most folks on here are biased against racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :). Zombies: 10/10
Multiplayer: Pay & Spray
Campaign: Train Go Boom

6/10 Would Pay $30 Max
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